**Computer Network Administration**

Instructor Doug Paddock with students Chris Valleroy and Joel LaRocco.

“This class has been enjoyable. I am preparing to get my Server Administrator certification.”
Robert Sauter

“My experience at SCTD has been better than expected. Small class sizes create better personal levels of help with instructors.”
Chris Valleroy

As part of the CNA associate degree curriculum, the NET 241 Microsoft Networking II class provides students with knowledge of terminal services, including web access, server farms, remote desktop and a session broker. Terminal services lets users connect to and run sessions on one server, saving on hardware costs. Students in these photos are studying to be Windows Server 2008 Administrators (known as the MCITP Server Administrator certification) demonstrating mastery of Microsoft technologies. The MCITP certifications (Microsoft Certified IT Professional), MCSE (Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer) are now among Microsoft’s top certifications for professionals in the IT field, including new professionals.

Robert Sauter

**Always on the cutting edge of IT technology, Sullivan College of Technology and Design was one of the first colleges to teach Windows Server 2008.**

---

**Dynamic Web Development**

In CGD 115 Introduction to Digital Imaging, students used an abandoned building and reconstructed it in Photoshop, using a basic software component of the program. This class took “real-world” experience to a new level when students explored Louisville to take their own photographs of the building they used for this project.

“I wanted to major in web design . . . and have job security in the future and SCTD will do that for me.”
Ryan Melton

“I have learned a great deal about Photoshop. The class I took at another school came nowhere close to the comprehensiveness of this class.”
Justin Doty

Ryan Melton intently works on his project.

---

**Interior Design**

Instructor Terri George, Department Chair, works with Katrina Humes.

“I have worked in the field for seven years and wanted to move on to contract or kitchen and bath. This class is very informative.”
Katrina Humes, Bachelor’s program

“I chose SCTD’s Interior Design program for the small class sizes and fast-paced schedule - you can earn your Bachelor’s degree in 3 years. It’s very personable; you’re not just a number, the teachers know your name.”
Rachel Woodworth

Tricia Lanham works on her 3-D perspective in Autocad.

“I looked at schools for 6 months and looked at SCTD twice before I chose it. The Interior Design program here is so much more intense than at any other school in the area that not coming here would be a disservice to yourself. The hands-on projects, teachers that are working designers and the community service projects make SCTD’s Interior Design program the best around.”
Anthony Wayne Jackson, Bachelor’s program

---

**Always on the cutting edge of IT technology, Sullivan College of Technology and Design was one of the first colleges to teach Windows Server 2008.**

---
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